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Abstract 

   

1 | Introduction 

Parking a vehicle in a busy parking lot lead to excess time of driving in search of free space which 

lead to waste of time and environmental pollution. Lack of guidance information to vacant parking 

spaces is one reason for inefficient parking behaviour [1]. Smart parking sensors and technologies 

facilitate guidance of drivers to free parking spaces there by improving parking efficiency [2]. 

Intelligent traffic system is a traffic system which combines many transport systems and traffic 

facilities with high technology and information to increase the efficiency and safety of the road and 

then to operate and manage it scientifically [3]. Sensors works in transportation as monitoring traffic 

flow, payments, speed control, and parking [4]. Bus information system in smart transportation 

collects the location information of busses, process and transmits set information at the traffic info 

centre and then makes it possible to check such information through mobile and at bus stops in real 

time [5]. Info on bus run routes, current locations, arrival times, bus interval times can be distributed 

which increases the satisfaction of the users [6]. 
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Recent times the concept of smart city gained so much of popularity because of internet of things technology. Smart 

parking is one of the ideas of smart city. Smart parking system used to monitor the status of every parking available. As 

society fosters the streets become more swarmed and vehicles fill in number there are different sort of circumstances on 

streets in view of atmospheric conditions and gridlocks because of mishaps or vehicles breakdowns and because of every 

one of these arriving at objective causes to feel like drained and aggravated. Also here comes the shrewd traffic framework 

IDs. 
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2 | Benefits of Smart Parking 

By applying this system, we can reveal the stress, and time for the driver when he is looking for a parking 

[7]. It reduces the traffic as driver already knows the parking availabilities. By smart parking technology 

drivers can make payments by using electronic payments through an app or browsers, which makes 

parking experience easier and provides structured data to income streams [8]. 

3 | Working 

We need to have a parking, which is coming with the sensor and this sensor going to collect the data 

through a certain cloud system [9]. And then the clients from their mobiles and laptops they will be able 

to access the system to see the status of every parking available [10]. Every parking is having one sensor 

which is the light sensor and two LED’s these sensors are going to collect the data or the status of every 

parking and it was pushed over the Rasberry Pi and from Rasberry Pi the data will go through the 

Gateway and from Gateway it will go to the cloud system of their individual devices [11]. Now from 

our own devices we can give the data from all of the sensors to our cloud [12]. The green LED at the 

parking will show the status of the availability of parking for the person [13]. If the red LED glows at 

the parking that means it was already reserved [14]. The transport card has all public transport payment 

system integrated and related info sent to a pre-arranged traffic integration card company where the 

profit is divided in to respective public transport companies [15]. The users can enjoy a highly convenient 

service and the transportation company can run an efficient management system services with nation 

buses subways, taxis trains and all are integrated [16]. 

Fig. 1. Hypothetical modelling of smart parking. 

4 | Parking Reservation 

Even if the parking is available on application the moment we reach to that parking may be it will not 

be available anymore. So in order for us to reserve parking here we have preferred one red LED, if this 

red LED is turned on that means somebody have booked and reserved this parking and no any other 

car allows to park here [17]. So from the application which is on our mobiles we can go through the 

parking which we want to reserve. 
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5 | Parking Confirmation Mail 

To ensure for the customer that the parking is being reserved. The mail will be sent to that man who is 

reserving any parking mentioning that parking no.1 is reserved for you. The moment the client click on 

reserve parking, immediate mail will be sent to him [18]. 

6 | Smart Parking Report 

For the future development storing the history of every parking is very important. In our applications we 

will have a report which can be generated and it is a life time report. In that report all the parking status is 

recorded for the future reference [19]. So by applying the IOT smart parking system we can reduce the 

stress and the for the driver to look for a parking. And also this will increase happiness and satisfaction of 

the visitors and clients [20]. FTMS collects various info from the express ways using vehicle detection 

sensors CCTVs DSRC and VDS reprocess said info at the traffic info centre and distributes info through 

an electronic displays navigator’s traffic broadcasting and smart phones [21]. And there are many smart 

transportation IDs like Electronic toll collection system reduces the traffic jams at tolls, Automatic traffic 

enforcement system which regulates speed controls, Parking information system, National information 

traffic centre which gathers all information from public and private enterprises, Cooperative ITS which 

provides to drivers in real time nearby road situations, abrupt stops or danger information such as falling 

objects there will be huge decrease in traffic accidents and social cost [22], [23]. 

Fig. 2. Communication among devices. 

7 | Conclusion 

Traffic jam less roads and convenient public transport, pleasant and happy driving and above all safe drives. 

An effective (and often extensive) traffic surveillance and monitoring system is a pre-requisite for any 

intelligent traffic control system to keep track of prevailing conditions across the network. A wide scope 

of various sensors are introduced in, on or more the street for this reason and to acquire the important 

geological and crucial time inclusion [23]. They incorporate inductive circles, non-nosy traffic recognition 

gadgets, camcorders and video picture handling. Every innovation enjoys its own benefits and inadequacies 

- so the decision of sensor type for any ITS application will rely upon what performs well in the 

predominant ecological circumstances, and its expense. 
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